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Actions on the Regional and Local Levels. 
What can ThinkNature do – the Platform, the 
Regional Think&Do Tanks and the Local 
Representatives
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Mainstreaming NBS

Spatial and 
Urban planning

Data & Design
Policy & 
Planning

Financing & 
funding of NBS
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Session Timetable:

10:00 - 10:10 → Welcome and Introduction 

10:10 - 10:40 → Presentations

10:40 – 11:20 →Table Discussion

11:20 – 11:30 → Key Conclusions
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Speaker Topic

1. Gillian Dick Open Space Strategy

2. Alice Reil Stakeholder engagement

3. Zuzana Hudeková NBS Planning and Policies

4. Mihai Razvan Nita Financing NBS Projects
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• urban regeneration

• improved wellbeing

• building coastal resilience

• understanding ecosystem management

• sustainable use of materials & energy

• enhanced insurance value of IGI solutions 

• carbon sequestration.

EU Goals for Nature based solutions.

Problems
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Project Overview - GCC role

Complex problem to embed NBS in urban planning policy
Glasgow chosen as front runner city because:

• understand the implications of a changing climate
• Collaborative & innovative in relation to NBS
• We try to deal with blue / grey / green spaces across departments, 

disciplines and partners. 
• Working with MGSDP, CSGN, GCVGN, Greenspace Scotland, SNIFFER 

etc
• Our NBS projects are now at a scale that they are impacting 

positively on policy, 
• We support bottom up / top down solutions
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Challenges that the project will attempt to move 

forward

➢ Gathering Robust Evidence – from city activities
➢ Capturing data / exemplars etc. – to use for peer education; cost / benefit 

analysis; methodology / process description
➢ Monitoring – Identify the right type of monitoring that becomes proportionate 

& meets the needs of both academics & cities
➢ Methodology – Scalable to city wide; transferable to different contexts
➢ Demonstrator – Run in Glasgow, scale out city wide; Capture methodology and 

test replicability in different contexts
➢ Regulations / Budgets – Economic, social & technical
➢ Sustainable data – Easy to collect; easy to use; easy to maintain; easy to share
➢ Fast moving Technology – new apps; Geospatial information communication 

technology ( G-ICT)
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Think about Place

“Dull, inert cities, it is 
true, do contain the 
seeds of their own 
destruction and little 
else. But lively, diverse, 
intense cities contain the 
seeds of their own 
regeneration, with 
energy enough to carry 
over for problems and 
needs outside 
themselves.”

Jane Jacob

"Town Planning is not 
mere place-planning, nor 
even work planning. If it 
is to be successful it must 
be folk planning. This 
means that its task is not 
to coerce people into 
new places against their 
associations, wishes, and 
interest, as we find bad 
schemes trying to do. 
Instead its task is to find 
the right places for each 
sort of people; place 
where they will really 
flourish

Sir Patrick Geddes
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Local Contexts ( Openspace masterplans) –

Understanding areas better

2 Stages:

Stage 1

• quality of the most publicly usable open spaces

• accessibility to these open spaces

• identification of “gaps

• identification of key issues to be addressed to help meet the accessibility, quality 
and quantity standards

• consultation through the OSS/SG6 will allow agreement on key actions with the 
community and other partners to help create better places.
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Local Contexts ( Openspace masterplans) –

Understanding areas better
Stage 2

collaborative approach with partners to determine how best to enhance and manage the 
open space resource and ensure it delivers the functions the Council needs it to

will require an enhanced and dedicated staff resource, and close cross-service working

Focus on:

▪managing surface water (liaison with MGSDP team);

▪delivering enhanced connectivity in active travel networks (liaison with LES, Core Paths Plan);

▪meeting gaps in accessibility to publicly usable open space and, where required, enhancing 
connectivity and quality of these spaces (with LES);

▪identifying where it may be possible to release surplus open spaces for other purposes and use 
compensation for their loss/income generated by their sale for enhancing the remaining open 
space resource

▪taking account of the views of the public in relation to where spaces should be retained/ 
created/developed for other purposes

▪enhancing and connecting habitats and habitat networks; and

▪enhancing a sense of place in existing communities, regeneration priority areas and new 
developments.
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Actions on the regional and local levels: 
What can ThinkNature do – the platform, the regional Think & 

Do Tanks and the Local Representatives?
- Stakeholder Engagement -

Alice Reil

ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability

European Secretariat

16 May 2018 | NBS Conference | A Coruna, Spain
•



Example #1: Finding the ‘right‘ urban green in 
Utrecht

•Citizen participation in green planning | Utrecht, The Netherlands

•>> Municipality responsible for creating more green areas and linking up 
new and existing green spaces, while the government and citizens 
collaborate in achieving higher quality green space.

•Citizens are asked to submit ideas for urban green infrastructure under these 
conditions:

▪ Ideas are linked to public space 

▪ Support comes from other neighbours

▪ Participation in implementing the idea is necessary 

▪ Idea can be realised within 3 years 

▪ Self-maintenance or maintenance is possible from municipal green 
workers



Example #2: Pla Buits urban gardens

•Greening temporarily vacant urban space | Barcelona, Spain

•>> Combining bottom up dynamics and efforts of municipality to green vacant spaces in dense city on a temporary 
basis

▪ Co-management initiative fostered by the City Council 

▪ Aims to involve civil society in defining, installing and managing activities of different types in unused publically 
owned land across all districts

▪ Provides opportunity to temporarily use public spaces – promoting social activism and cohesion in 
neighbourhoods, ‘sense of belonging’ is an outcome

▪ Challenges: long term engagement, contradictions on how inclusive these projects end up being for the overall 
surrounding community and social cohesion (engagement of immigrants observed to be difficult).

Take a look at NATURVATION’s Urban Nature Atlas:
http://naturvation.eu/atlas

http://naturvation.eu/atlas


Alice Reil – ICLEI ES

Questions for discussion

1. What are the 3 main challenges of engaging citizens, SME, NGOs, 
researchers and/or others (from the perspective of these groups!)?

2. What are good examples in which local governments engaged these 
groups? What failed completely?

3. What can/should ThinkNature do to support stakeholder engagement 
across Europe at local level?



Thank you!

©  Anton Malishev

Alice Reil
ICLEI Europe
alice.reil@iclei.org

mailto:alice.reil@iclei.org


Nature-based solutions, planning and policies

•“How do we mainstream Nature based 
Solutions into the work of Regional and 
Local Authorities and Stakeholders?”

• A Coruna, 16 May, 2018



Nature-based solutions, planning and policies

•
• Introduction of the NBS policies

• EU Level e.g EU Green Infrastructure Strategy, Landscape Convention, Biodiversity Convention -
Action Plan 2020, EU Adaptation Strategy, WFD, supporting recomenations and documents

•• Policies on National and Local level

• NBS as cross-sectorial issue- in different Acts, strategies and policies



Nature-based solutions, planning and policies

•
NBS as cross-sectorial issue - this diversity is bringig different stakeholders accross different sectors

(from water management to biodiversity protection)

•Methodological suport on local level

•NBS connected to the green infrastructure



Aim of the Guide for Municipalities

• Methodological support for
Municipalities

• Undelining the Importance and values of
GI and NBS

• Helping in the process of the preparatio
of strategical and development
documents in GI

• Funding opportunities for GI
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Zuzana Hudeková, PhD

www.karlovaves.sk

zunka.hudekova@gmail.com

http://www.recbratislava.sk/
mailto:recbratislava@bratislava.sk


Financing and funding of NBS projects

Mihai-Răzvan NIȚĂ

University of Bucharest

mihairazvan.nita@g.unibuc.ro

TRANSFORMING CITIES, ENHANCING WELL-BEING: 
INNOVATING WITH NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS

Problem

Opportunity 
(benefits)

Barriers

Solutions & 
Think 
Nature 
Platform



Problem

• Does funding follow the vision of NBS development? 

• or do NBS projects adjust to the existing funding?

TRANSFORMING CITIES, ENHANCING WELL-BEING: 
INNOVATING WITH NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS



Opportunity (benefits)

• What type of funding opportunities do we have for NBS projects? 

• should we rely on public or private funds?

TRANSFORMING CITIES, ENHANCING WELL-BEING: 
INNOVATING WITH NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS



Barriers

• What are the tools in NBS funding? 

• and are they scale specific?

TRANSFORMING CITIES, ENHANCING WELL-BEING: 
INNOVATING WITH NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS



Solutions

• How can ThinkNature help?

TRANSFORMING CITIES, ENHANCING WELL-BEING: 
INNOVATING WITH NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS


